We introduce a family of stochastic processes on the integers, depending on a parameter ∈ [0, 1] and interpolating between the deterministic rotor walk ( = 0) and the simple random walk ( = 1/2). This p-rotor walk is not a Markov chain but it has a local Markov property: for each ∈ ℤ the sequence of successive exits from is a Markov chain. The main result of this paper identifies the scaling limit of the p-rotor walk with two-sided i.i.d. initial rotors. The limiting process takes the form √︁ 1− ( ), where is a doubly perturbed Brownian motion, that is, it satisfies the implicit equation
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In a rotor walk on a graph, the exits from each vertex follow a prescribed periodic sequence. In the last decade Propp [Pro03] , Cooper and Spencer [CS06] , and Holroyd and Propp [HP10] developed close connections between the behavior of rotor walk and the first-order properties of random walk. On finite graphs and on ℤ, rotor walk approximates the -step distribution, stationary distribution, expected hitting times and harmonic measure of random walk to within a bounded additive error. On other infinite graphs, especially in questions concerning recurrence and transience, rotor walk can have different behavior from random walk [LL09, AH11, AH12, HS12, FGLP14, HMSH15, FKK15].
An interesting question is how to define a modification of rotor walk that approximates well not just the mean, but also the second and higher moments of some observables of random walk. Propp (personal communication) has proposed an approach involving multiple species of walkers. In the current work we explore a rather different approach to this question. We interpolate between rotor and random walk by introducing a parameter ∈ [0, 1]. During one step of the p-rotor walk, if the current rotor configuration is : ℤ → {−1, +1} and the current location of the walker is ∈ ℤ, then we change the sign of ( ) with probability 1 − , and then move the walker one step in the direction of ( ).
More formally, we define a Markov chain on pairs ( , ) ∈ ℤ × {−1, +1} ℤ by setting
where 0 , 1 , . . . are independent with ( = 1) = = 1 − ( = −1), for all ∈ ℕ. Then we set
Here represents the rotor configuration and the location of the walker after steps. The parameter has the following interpretation: at each time step the rotor at the walker's current location is broken and fails to flip with probability , independently of the past. Note that if the walker visited at some previous time, then the rotor ( ) indicates the direction of the most recent exit from , but it retains no memory of whether it was broken previously.
The p-rotor walk is an example of a stochastic Abelian network as proposed in [BL14] , moreover it is also a special case of an excited random walk with Markovian cookie stacks [KP15] . The model studied there does not include p-rotor walk as a special case due to the ellipticity assumption made in this paper. The pair ( , ) is a Markov chain, but ( ) itself is not a Markov chain unless ∈ {1/2, 1}. If = 1/2 then ( ) is a simple random walk on ℤ. If = 1 then ( ) deterministically follows the initial rotors 0 . If = 0 then ( ) is a rotor walk in the usual sense. The aim of the current work is
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to prove that the p-rotor walk on ℤ with two-sided i.i.d. configuration, when properly rescaled, converges weakly to a doubly-perturbed Brownian motion.
Main results
We prove a scaling limit theorem for p-rotor walks ( ) with random initial rotor configuration on ℤ as following. The two-sided initial condition we will consider depends on parameters , ∈ [0, 1]: the initial rotors
are independent with
−1 with probability , if < 0 1 with probability 1 − , if < 0 −1 with probability 1/2, if = 0 1 with probability 1/2, if = 0 1 with probability , if > 0 −1 with probability 1 − , if > 0.
(4)
That is, initially, all rotors on the positive integers point to the right with probability and to the left with probability 1 − . Similarly, on the negative integers, initially all rotors point to the left with probability and to the right with probability 1 − . We can change any finite number of rotors in the initial configuration (4), and the scaling limit of the p-rotor walk will still be the same. See Remark 2.13 for more details. For every , ∈ [0, 1], for the configuration (4) we shall use the name ( , )-random initial configuration. 
for all ≥ 0.
The process , ( ) has been called a doubly perturbed Brownian motion [Dav96, CPY98] . For , ∈ (−∞, 1) equation (5) has a pathwise unique solution; moreover, the solution is almost surely continuous and is adapted to the natural filtration of the Brownian motion ℬ( ) [CD99, Theorem 2]. for additional results in this direction see also For other important properties of the doubly perturbed Brownian motion we refer to [CDH00] . We are now ready to state our main result. 
Note that
hence , < 1 for all ∈ (0, 1) and all , ∈ [0, 1], which ensures the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the equation (5). Moreover and have the same sign:
Doubly perturbed Brownian motion arises as a weak limit of several other discrete processes: perturbed random walks [Dav96] ; pq walks [Dav99] ; asymptotically free walks [Tót96] ; and certain excited walks [DK12] . It is also a degenerate case of the "true self-repelling motion" of Tóth and Werner [TW98] .
If we take = 0 in (4), then all rotors on the negative integers point initially towards the origin. In this special case the perturbed Brownian motion , with = 0 has a well-known explicit formula: it is a linear combination of a standard brownian motion ℬ( ) and its running maximum ℳ( ) = sup ≤ ℬ( ). Corollary 1.3. For all ∈ (0, 1) and all ∈ [0, 1], the rescaled p-rotor walk ( ) with ( , 0)-random initial configuration, with = 0 in (4), converges weakly to a one-sided perturbed Brownian motion
The process arising as the scaling limit in this result has the following intuitive interpretation: it behaves as a Brownian motion except when it is at its maximum, when it gets a push up if > 0 or a push down if < 0. By symmetry, we get the same scaling limit in the case = 0, with the minimum of the Brownian motion replacing the maximum in Corollary 1.3.
The scaling limit of the p-rotor walk (Theorem 1.2) along with the fact (proved in [CDH00] ) that the doubly perturbed Brownian motion , satisfies lim sup →∞ , ( ) = +∞ and lim inf →∞ , ( ) = −∞ almost surely, implies the following. The parameter values and the formula for the corresponding scaling limit appear in the corner of each picture. In the pictures on the left ( = 0.01) the p-rotor walk takes long sequences of steps in the same direction because the rotors are rarely broken. On the right side ( = 0.99) the rotors are broken most of the time and the walk spends most of its time trapped in a cycle alternating between two neighboring sites, as seen in the inset in the picture on the upper right. If is close to 1, so that most rotors initially point to the right, then the maximum increases slowly if is small (bottom left). On the other hand, for and both close to 1 (bottom right), when the process forms a new maximum it tends to take many consecutive steps to the right.
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In the course of the evolution of the process ( ), the rotor configuration has always a simple form. Let = max
be the running maximum and running minimum of ( ) up to time respectively. For all ≤ ≤ , if ̸ = then the rotor ( ) necessarily points from in the direction of . Indeed, if was visited before time then ( ) points in the direction of the most recent exit from . On the other hand, for all ̸ ∈ { , . . . , }, the rotors remain in their random initial state 0 , see Figure 2 . Hence whenever the process visits a vertex for the first time, there will be some perturbation if the rotor at initially does not point toward the origin. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we prove the main theorem, which is based on the decomposition of the p-rotor walk path into a martingale term and a compensator. The compensator decomposes as a linear combination of three pieces: , , and itself.
We apply a version of the functional central limit theorem to show that the martingale term converges weakly to a Brownian motion with a constant factor different from √︁ 1− . The true constant factor √︁ 1− appears after we correct for the term in the compensator.
The proof of the scaling limit for ( ) requires the understanding of the scaling limit (and recurrence) of the native case, which is the p-rotor walk with = = 0 in the initial configuration (4). This will be done in Subsection 2.1. We conclude with several questions and possible extensions of our model in Section 3.
Scaling limit
We decompose first the p-rotor walk into a martingale and a compensator, and we prove that ( ) does not grow too fast, i.e. it is tight. A similar approach has been used in [DK12] to deduce the scaling limit of a recurrent particular case of an excited random walk on ℤ.
for ≥ 0 and denote by ℱ = ( 0 , . . . , ) the natural filtration of the p-rotor walk ( ). Then, for all ≥ 1 we can write
Since ∈ ℱ +1 and [ |ℱ ] = 0 for all ≥ 0, the sequence
is a martingale difference sequence. Therefore the process ( ) is a martingale with respect to the filtration ℱ . We will use the following functional limit theorem for martingales, see Durrett [Dur10, Theorem 7.4].
Theorem 2.1 (Martingale central limit theorem). Suppose { , ℱ +1 } ≥1 is a martingale difference sequence and let = ∑︀
converges weakly to a Brownian motion:
In order to prove the scaling limit theorem for ( ), we first look at the compensator in the decomposition (7) of .
Proposition 2.2. The compensator in the decomposition (7) of the p-rotor walk is equal to
Proof. Recall, from (3) that Δ = +1 − = ( ) and ( ) ∈ ℱ if has been already visited. If has not been visited before time ≥ 1, that is, if < −1 or > −1 , then ( ) = 0 ( ) and thus is independent of ℱ . The working state of the rotor is independent of ℱ , and we have [ ] = 2 − 1. It follows that for
Using the fact that
On the other hand, on the event
Let us denote by the quantity
The compensator can then be rewritten as
It remains to show that = −1 , for all ≥ 1. This is a straightforward calculation.
We have
On the event { < −1 }, we have that −1 = −1 and Δ −1 = −1. On the event { > −1 }, we have that −1 = −1 and Δ −1 = 1. Therefore
which completes the proof.
Proposition 2.3. For all ∈ (0, 1) and all , ∈ [0, 1], the p-rotor walk ( ) with ( , )-random initial configuration 0 as in (4) satisfies:
with = (2 − 1) and
and given by
Proof. From (7) and Proposition 2.2 we get
which together with = −1 + Δ −1 gives the following representation of the p-rotor walk in terms of its minimum and maximum
Dividing by 2 and reindexing gives the claim.
We focus next our attention on the martingale term in the decomposition (7) of the p-rotor walk. First we consider briefly the special case of = = 0, which is particularly simple to understand and whose properties will be used in the behavior of the general case.
Native environment
In the native case = = 0 our initial rotor configuration has the form
for > 0, −1 with probability 1/2 for = 0, 1 with probability 1/2 for = 0, 1 for < 0,
Denote by ( ) the p-rotor walk started with this initial configuration. We shall call ( ) the native p-rotor walk. As mentioned in the introduction, in the previously visited region { , . . . , }, the configuration of the p-rotor walk ( ) points in the direction of the current position. Therefore, in the visited region the p-rotor walk ( ) behaves exactly like ( ). The process ( ) is an easy special case of a correlated random walk which has been studied in greater generality in [Enr02] .
Definition 2.4. A correlated random walk on ℤ with persistence ∈ (0, 1) is a nearest neighbour random walk, such that with probability the direction of a step is the same as the direction of the previous step. If = 1/2, then it is a simple random walk.
Since all rotors always point to the current position of the walker, the rotor ( ) points towards the previous position −1 . Thus the direction of movement changes only if the rotor at time is broken (i.e. = 1), which happens with probability . Thus ( ) is a correlated random walk with persistence 1 − .
It is easy to see that ( ) when properly rescaled converges weakly to a Brownian motion. We give a quick proof of this fact for completeness.
Proposition 2.5. For every ∈ (0, 1), the native p-rotor walk ( ) with initial configuration as in (12) when rescaled by √ , converges weakly on [0, 1] to a Brownian motion:
Proof. From Proposition 2.3 with = = 0 we get that for all ≥ 1
Since Δ ∈ {−1, +1}, the process (2 ) has the same scaling limit as = ∑︀ −1
Because is a martingale, we can apply Theorem 2.1. The first condition of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied since is uniformly bounded for all ≥ 0. Thus, we only have to show convergence of the quadratic variation process ( ). Using the fact that is a nearest neighbour walk, the following holds
On the other hand, from equation (3) we have the equality Δ = +1 − = ( ) where ( ) ∈ ℱ and independent of ℱ with [ ] = (2 − 1). Hence
from which the claim immediately follows.
General environment
We now treat the general case of an ( , )-random initial configuration with , ∈ [0, 1]. In order to check that ( ) as defined in (8) satisfies the assumptions of the martingale central limit theorem, we first prove that the running maximum and minimum of ( ) have sublinear growth.
The argument we will use is similar to the one used to prove [Dav96, Lemma 3.2]. The main idea is that ( ) performs correlated random walk as long as it remains in previously visited territory, so if − ≥ then the time to form a new extremum is stochastically at least the time for a correlated random walk to exit an interval of length .
Proposition 2.6. Let ( ) be a p-rotor walk with ( , )-random initial configuration 0 as in (4). For every ∈ (0, 1) and , ∈ [0, 1], → 0 and → 0 in probability, as → ∞.
Proof. Fix > 1 and let
be the first time when ( ) has visited + 1 distinct points. For ≥ 1 consider the sequence of stopping times
For each ≥ 1 the p-rotor walk reaches a previously unvisited vertex at time 2 +1 . It follows that 2 +1 ( 2 +1 ) = 0 ( 2 +1 ) and 2 +1 ∈ { 2 +1 , 2 +1 }. The conditional distribution of 2 +2 − 2 +1 given ℱ 2 +1 on the event [ 2 +1 = 2 +1 ] is the geometric distribution with parameter (1 − ) + (1 − ), since it represents the number of consecutive increases of the maximum before changing direction. The process ( ) stops increasing the maximum if the rotor at the current position points to the right in the initial configuration (with probability ) and it is working (with probability 1 − ) or if it points to the left (with probability 1 − ) and it is broken (with probability ). Similarly the conditional distribution of 2 +2 − 2 +1 given ℱ 2 +1 on the event [ 2 +1 = 2 +1 ] is the geometric distribution with parameter (1 − ) + (1 − ). It follows that
For ≥ 1, in order to estimate the conditional distribution of 2 +1 − 2 given ℱ 2 , note that at time 2 , the p-rotor walk is at distance 1 from either its current maximum or the current minimum, and 2 − 2 ≥ . Inside the already visited interval := { 2 , . . . , 2 } the rotors to the left of 2 point right and the rotors to the right of 2 point left. These rotors coincide with the native environment (12) with the origin shifted to 2 . Therefore, starting at time 2 until the time 2 +1 when it exits the interval , the p-rotor walk is a correlated random walk with persistence 1 − (Definition 2.4). Thus, the conditional distribution of 2 +1 − 2 given ℱ 2 is stochastically no smaller than the distribution of the time it takes a (1 − )-correlated random walk started at 1 to first visit the set {0, }. Denote by the expected hitting time of the set {0, } for a (1 − )-correlated random started at 1, where the first step goes to 0 with probability and to 2 with probability 1 − . From the law of large numbers lim sup
with given in (14). On the other hand
Then we have lim sup
Proposition 2.5 (which also implies the recurrence of the correlated random walk) together with the Portmanteau theorem yields that sup >1 = ∞, which gives lim sup
Since ≤ − and | | ≤ − , the proposition follows.
Now we obtain the scaling limit of the martingale portion ( ) of the -rotor walk. Note that the constant factor in front of the Brownian motion here is different from the √︁
1−
we are ultimately aiming for in the scaling limit of ( ).
Theorem 2.7. Let ( ) be the martingale defined in (8). Then on the space [0, 1]
Proof. We check the conditions of the martingale central limit theorem from Theorem 2.1. As in the proof of Proposition 2.5 the first condition of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied since is bounded. Similarly to (13) the following equality holds
We use once again that Δ = +1 − = ( ), where is independent of ℱ with [ ] = (2 − 1). On the event [ −1 ≤ ≤ −1 ] the rotor ( ) is ℱ -measurable, since it points into the direction of the last exit from . On the other hand, on the event [ −1 > or −1 < ] the rotor ( ) = 0 ( ) is still in its initial state, which is independent of ℱ . Thus
Moreover, because
equations (13) and (15) imply that
This together with Proposition 2.6 finally yields
Since all conditions from Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, with = 2 √︀ (1 − ), the claim follows.
Recall that for all ≥ 1, the p-rotor walk satisfies an equation of the form
with , < 1 and given in Proposition 2.3.
Lemma 2.8. Let as defined in Proposition 2.3. Then , when rescaled by √ converges weakly on [0, 1] to a Brownian motion:
Proof. Because is plus a bounded quantity, rescaled by 1/2 , this implies that has the same scaling limit as . This together with Theorem 2.7 gives the claim.
In the remainder of this section we will show that this implies the weak convergences of ( )/ √ to a doubly perturbed Brownian motion. We shall use the following identities from [CPY98, page 243] characterizing the maximum and minimum of a solution to an equation of the form (16). We include the proof for completeness.
Lemma 2.9. Let and be the running maximum and minimum of a process ( ) satisfying (16). Then
Proof. From (9) we have − = + . Taking the maximum over on both sides gives
Solving for the running maximum and for the running minimum gives the claim.
We shall also use the following easy inequality.
Proposition 2.10. Let ( ) ≥0 be a sequence of real numbers. Then for all , ∈ ℕ 0 ,
Proof. If the left hand side of (17) is equal to zero, the statement is trivially true. Now assume that max ≤ + > max ≤ . It follows that
Hence max
Lemma 2.11. There exists a constant > 0 such that
Proof. By Lemma 2.9 and Proposition 2.10
We shall distinguish two cases. Let first ≤ 0. Since
we get the bound
If > 0 we can apply again Proposition 2.10 to obtain
where the last inequality follows from the fact − + ≤ 0 and that > 0 implies that also > 0. Together with (18) this gives
The upper bound for the differences of the minimum follows from the same argument with the roles of and exchanged. By setting = max Proof. We show the tightness only for the rescaled maximum . By symmetry, the same argument also applies to ( ). Since (0) = 0 for all ≥ 1 by Theorem 7.3 of [Bil99] we only need to show that for all > 0
Undoing the rescaling, this is equivalent to showing that
for all ≥ 0 and all > 0.
By Lemma 2.11 we have max
By Lemma 2.8 the right side is zero:
converges weakly to a Brownian motion and is therefore a tight sequence. Hence ( ) is tight. Now we turn to the proof of the main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. To recall the setup, ( ) = ( )/ √ is the linearly interpolated rescaling of the p-rotor walk with the initial configuration (4). Using the decomposition (9) we have Remark 2.13. If we change any finite number of rotors in the initial rotor configuration (4), the scaling limit of the p-rotor walk will be the same as in Theorem 1.2. The only difference in the proof is that in the compensator from Proposition 2.2 there will be some additional terms of order 1, which, after rescaling by √ and letting go to infinity, go to zero.
If one of the parameters or are 0 in the initial configuration 0 given in (4), then the scaling limit can be determined explicitly and it is a one-sided perturbed Brownian motion, as in Corollary 1.3. The proof is a simple calculation, which we state here for completeness.
Proof of Corollary 1.3. By letting = 0, we have = 0 and the scaling limit of ( ) satisfies the implicit equation
which implies that
On the other hand, since = (2 −1) , we have
and this proves the claim.
By symmetry, the same scaling limit can be obtained if we take = 0, and the p-rotor walk with (0, )-rescaled by a factor of √ converges weakly to a Brownian motion perturbed at its minimum.
We conclude with the proof of recurrence of p-rotor walk.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. In [CDH00, Theorem 1.1] a version of the law of iterated logarithm was proved for doubly perturbed Brownian motion , ( ). In particular this implies that lim sup →∞ , ( ) = +∞ and lim inf →∞ , ( ) = −∞. This further implies that , ( ) crosses 0 an infinite number of times. Hence ℙ[ = 0 infinitely often] = 1 by Theorem 1.2 and the fact that p-rotor walk is a nearest neighbor process.
Higher dimensions and longer jumps
Two dimensions. Consider the following nearest-neighbor walk ( ) in ℤ 2 , with rotors : ℤ 2 → {(0, 1), (0, −1), (1, 0), (−1, 0)}. Initially the rotors 0 are i.i.d. uniform. At each time step, the rotor ( ) at the walker's current location either resets to a uniformly random direction (with probability ) or rotates clockwise 90 ∘ (with probability 1 − ), and then the walker follows the new rotor: +1 = + +1 ( ). This walk interpolates between the uniform rotor walk ( = 0) and simple random walk ( = 1).
Question 1:
Prove that ( ) is recurrent for all ∈ (0, 1).
Question 2: What is the scaling limit of ( ), for ∈ (0, 1)?
Following the outline of this paper, one could first seek to understand the process ( ) in its native environment, which is when 0 is a variant of the uniform spanning tree (oriented toward the origin).
Locally Markov walks. The p-rotor walk ( ) on ℤ is not a Markov chain, but for each vertex ∈ ℤ, the sequence of successive exits from is a Markov chain. More formally, we could make the following definition. Definition 3.1. A walk ( ) ≥0 is locally Markov if for each vertex the sequence ( +1 ) ≥1 is a Markov chain, where 1 < 2 < · · · are the times of successive visits to .
In the case of the p-rotor walk on ℤ, for each ∈ ℤ, the Markov chain ( +1 ) ≥1 has state space { − 1, + 1}. A natural generalization allows longer range jumps while preserving the local Markov property. Specifically, suppose that each vertex has a finite state space ⊂ ℤ, and let ( ( , ′ )) , ′ ∈ be a transition matrix on . The total state of the system is specified by the current location the walker in ℤ, along with a local state ∈ for each ∈ ℤ. A walker located at and finding local state = , first changes the local state to ′ with probability ( , ′ ) and then moves to + ′ . Let us denote by ( ) the location of the walker after such steps. For each ∈ ℤ, the sequence ( +1 ) ≥1 of successive exits from is a Markov chain on the finite state space { + : ∈ }. Assume that is irreducible, so that this chain has a unique stationary distribution .
